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Dear Friends and Supporters
It has been another busy year at the
sanctuary, with more unwanted and
abused donkeys saved from a grim
fate. However, whilst our costs keep
going up, the donations in the last
few months have gone down, and
the charity funds are critically low.
Following a recent urgent appeal,
we have managed to raise enough
to pay for all of our October budget,
and we are on the way to ensuring
we have November covered too –
and for this we would like to extend
our heartfelt thanks to all those who
are so lovingly and generously doing
all they can! You don’t know how
much it is appreciated, and we assure you that every penny and every cent is used to help the donkeys.
However, time does not stand still
and to ensure we can continue to
sustain the work of Lucy's rescue
sanctuary and care for the 51 res-

cued donkeys and horses through
December and beyond, we need to
continue raising the critical funds on
an ongoing basis.
Therefore, we appeal to all of you
who have perhaps not thought of
us recently, to consider either making a one off donation or setting up
a regular donation so that the sanctuary can continue. Is there perhaps someone you know who would
be interested in supporting Lucy’s
work?
It is important to us to point out
that most of our newsletter – and
the events shown here – have been
written in advance and despite our
critical funding situation, after much
thought, we felt it best to proceed
with showing you the incredible
work we’ve been able to achieve so
far, thanks to your generous sup-

port, and God willing, will be able to
continue to achieve. Thank you so
much.
Finally, please don’t forget to look
at our sanctuary gifts for Christmas.
As all our shop items have been donated or sponsored, the funds that
are raised through our sales are
used in their entirety to support
Lucy in her worthwhile and crucial
work.
We would like to wish you all a wonderful autumn, a very Merry Christmas and all the best for the New
Year.
The Trustees
Lucy's UK Donkey Foundation
Please note that that the cost for
printing and posting this newsletter has been kindly paid for by
sponsors, in order to ensure all
donations go directly to help the
animals in Lucy's care.
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A warm hello from Lucy in Israel
Our latest four rescues are dear
Harry, Paulo, Gretel and Rolo. Harry and Paulo, like so many others,
came from a life of drudgery,
abuse and neglect, until the army
intervened and called for our help.
They were not together but they
were rescued and transported at
the same time and ever since, they
have been inseparable.

But even if you should suffer
for righteousness’ sake, you are
blessed. “And do not be afraid
of their threats, nor be
troubled.” But sanctify the
Lord God in your hearts, and
always be ready to give a defense to everyone who asks you
a reason for the hope that is in
you, with meekness and fear.
1 Peter 3:14-15

Next came dear Gretel from the
nearby Arab town, Tira, where
she’d been left abandoned, hobbled with rope around her front
leg. Her tired, wounded, quite possibly pregnant, body left under the
baking sun without water or any
shade.

Lastly little Rolo, so named because he’s brown, small, round
and sweet, was seen pulling his
cart at a busy market, being repeatedly beaten.
He needed a safe place where he

Gretel

Warm autumn greetings from me,
Lucy, our helpers and all our contented little animals here at our
beautiful sanctuary!
Before anything, I would like to say
a deeply heartfelt thank you to each
of you wonderful, kind souls - even
though a mere thank you will never
ever be enough - you help to miraculously keep our sanctuary going
and enable all our crucial work to
continue.

Gretel when she was found, tied by
her leg, in full sun, with no water

Rolo

Paulo

Sadly, it cannot be denied that our
funds are desperately low, but with
thanks only to you, still we strive to
continue, believing we can do this,
and give our all to create more
awareness in an effort to gain more
support wherever possible.
In the past few months alone, we
have rescued another 7 donkeys,
bringing our total to 48, plus the 3
horses and our little dogs and cats.
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could be treated and taken care of,
so we were asked if we could take
him to our sanctuary.
All these little donkeys are now
safely here with us being loved and
settling in very well, making friends
with their new family.
I know we should stop and say ‘no
more rescues’ if we don’t have ongoing sufficient resources. But
when we are faced with a donkey
in front of us, who has nowhere
else to go, I don’t know what else
we are supposed to do except take
them in to our sanctuary with the
pure faith that their needs will be
provided for.
All my life, like so many of us, I’ve
loved and cared passionately
about animals, wanting to help
and rescue them and give them
a better life, in a place where
they will be safe and cherished.
And there is truthfully something so uniquely enchanting
about our sanctuary here in
Moshav Burgata.
From the feeling of love that
the animals themselves exude,
but also from many of the people who come our way, to visit
and see us. It confirms there are
Angels everywhere and I feel so
grateful for that. I am particularly
grateful to our very dear friend and
volunteer Biggi Zielo, who comes
from her native Germany periodi-
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cally, throughout the year, to help
hold the fort and look after the
donkeys, entirely at her own expense. Her invaluable help and
presence enables us to do all
those important things we otherwise really struggle to do, with
nobody to be at the sanctuary.
Biggi also does all she can to encourage other people to come to
help us and am forever grateful to
her and so are our little donkeys.
Thank you dear Biggi...
Our sanctuary; a miracle and a
blessing, it honestly feels sacred...
Each of our little animal souls,
with time, has learned to know
what life can mean when they’re
safe and loved.
Zachariah

Their spirits show such gratitude,
they look at me with such wisdom, almost as if to say ‘I know
your soul’. From our dear Michael
and ‘that’ special knowing look he
has in his eyes - to our precious

Michael and his knowing look

Zachariah, our boy whose eyes
were so cruelly taken from him, and
the tremendous progress he makes
each day, trusting us more and
more.
And there’s our darling little Poppy
with her very poor back, the severe
scoliosis. I look at her and can’t help
but worry. She is such a bundle of
joy and does still manage amazingly
well despite the huge hunchback
she has. The vets still say the problems could start gradually now as
she grows bigger, and I’m praying
that she won’t grow that much bigger. Her mother, Carrots, is only a
small donkey so I pray Poppy will

Some of the happy sanctuary residents
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stay small too, she is now nearly a
year old.
Poppy sporting bunny ears for the
Halloween event (see p. 7)

And then there’s newly rescued,
mini kitten Rosie, left for dead but
picked up by a soldier and taken
to a checkpoint before being
handed to us; a tiny wise soul all
white with tabby markings here
and there.

Yona the cat on his way
to see Zachariah

Rosie asleep in a flower pot

Our precious Alan, the boy who
survived the collision with a car
back in May this year and went on
to have what is believed to be a
cancerous tumour removed. He is
such a playful, loving character
and has become such a handsome, fit, glossy coated creature!
He and Ben Hur adore each other
and it is wonderful to watch them
play-biting each other’s necks,
jumping in the air and chasing
each other around their big field,
having so much fun.

Fledermaus

And also wee little Fledermaus
kitten (so named because Fledermaus means bat in German and
when tiny, he strongly resembled
a little bat), found being terrorised
by children, so scared he only
knew how to hiss and spit until he
started to get loved and cuddled.
He’s now growing into a plump,
round, extremely pretty, ginger
and white ‘catlet’!

Best mates Alan & Ben Hur

Those names I mention, but of
course every one of our animals
has a unique and precious soul
and character, each one is very
special and contributes to make
our sanctuary the enchanted, love
filled place that it is.

Harry bonding with Pixie the cat

We are now very busy rushing to
prepare things for dreaded winter.
I say dreaded only because we are
essentially a farm and because of
the extremely hot, long summers,
things generally here are so ill
equipped to endure prolonged
heavy rainfall. It’s not the temperature so much, it never gets terribly cold here, but the rain… and
winds…
We do all possible to ensure there
will be no leaks or at best, ensure
that things are altered to be able
to cope, stop potential flooding
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Preparing the field shelter for winter

and not enable any water to pour
into our donkey’s barns.

Just before I go I must just tell you
about the Tractor!.... Oh the Tractor, capital T on purpose because
it’s so worthy! It has helped
change our life in many ways and if
ever there was a blessing in disguise, Travis the little green Tractor is surely it, a real multi tasker.
He can do so much, from picking
up and moving half ton hay bales,
picking up and transferring extremely heavy bags of sawdust, as
well as lifting and shifting muck. He
can create hills made out of dry
muck for the donkeys’ playground,
shift muck to the end of the land

to fill in lower ground
prone to winter flooding, and even, more
recently, provide tractor rides by towing a
wagon full of children
and
their
parents
around our field at a
recent event we held.
(You can read about
this on page 7).

He even carries water
in his large bucket to
water a tree in our field
in the hot summer, as our hose
doesn’t extend anywhere near
that far.

We have already made our large
field shelter more protected and
cosy and we are working on the
horses’ shelter and feed area now,
as well as trying to making a more
protected area for the dogs and
cats.
We are also very happy because
recently, we were contacted by a
wonderful group of volunteers
who call themselves ‘The Goodwill
Helpers’. All of them are handymen, from plumbers and decorators, to electricians and builders
and they have very, very kindly
offered to come as a group to help
do as much as they possibly can
for us on November 8th, for half a
day!
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ticularly about the importance of
the basics such as sufficient water,
food, rest and shelter, as well as
gentle handling, more humane
harnessing, farriery and dentistry. We try so hard to instil some
compassion in their hearts and
minds and enable them to understand that their donkeys and other
animals, are sentient beings.
And all of this vital work is solely
thanks to you, our incredible, loyal
supporters.
Your care and concern for our
work and our donkeys and all our
little animals is so deeply valued

Lifting bales of hay

I really wasn’t going to write too
much because we have so many
wonderful photos we’d like to
share with you here, but I would
just like to tell you that we are
continuing to make every effort to
hold our outreach clinics in the
Palestinian towns and villages as
often as possible.
This is of course where most of
these abused donkeys’ sad, often
torturous lives begin and we treat
as many working donkeys, mules
and horses as possible. We tend to
their injuries, trim their hooves,
rasp any sharp hooks on their
teeth, administer worming medicine and always give some carrots
and love. We do all that we can to
try to enlighten their owners, par-
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and appreciated. If you are able to
spread the word about our work
and help us to increase awareness
and support, we would be eternally grateful to you.
I wish a very Merry Christmas and
a healthy, peaceful, happy and
prosperous New Year to all.
Thank you for all your love, help
and support.
God bless,

Lucy & all our little
Donkeys and other
Animals
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Adopt a Donkey for Christmas
Adopt a donkey for yourself or a loved one for Christmas
and help us raise much needed funds. For just £20
(outside the UK $31), you can choose any of the donkeys
in the sanctuary, including newbies Harry, Paolo, Rolo and
Gretel. There are lots to choose from on our website. Just
complete and cut out the stub below and send it to our PO
Box, or send the required information by email to
shop@lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk.
Name ………………………………………………… Address:…………….…………………………
……………………………………………………………………………… Postcode: …………………
Recipients Name (on certificate): ………………………………………………………………
Chosen Donkey: …………………………………………………….
I have paid by ………………………………………………………. using Ref. Adopt

See page 10 for payment options

Outreach Work Appeal
Helping working donkeys and educating their
owners in the villages and towns around the Palestinian West bank is a matter of great importance to us and to Lucy?
On average, the costs for vet and farrier, medical
supplies and medicines work out around £200
($260/€230) per day. We are looking for 65 more
supporters to pledge just £2 per month, Lucy
would be able to do this vital work on a monthly
basis. You could make a monthly £2 donation
through the bank/PayPal or an annual £24 payment through GoFundMe/PayPal/cheque/bank
transfer. Payment details are found on page 10. Should circumstances change or we exceed our target, the trusPlease use the reference CLINIC when you make
tees reserve the right to treat all donations as ‘unrestricted’
and will use the funds as most benefits the animals.
your payment.
Important: Please provide the following information either by post to our postal address or by
email to shop@lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk:

Lucy’s UK Donkey Foundation, PO Box 134, Kingsbridge, TQ7 9BN, UK

I am paying £ ____ monthly through ______
or
I am making an annual payment of £ _____
through _______________
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Visitors’ Days at the Sanctuary
In late August, Lucy held the first Visitors’ Day at the sanctuary in Israel which was attended by about 35
families. The sanctuary is always open for visitors but Lucy advertised this event to spread the word locally. Following this big success, Lucy decided to hold a Halloween themed event at the sanctuary on 19th
October. Here is Lucy's account of the event:
We weren’t sure how successful it
would be because Halloween isn’t
widely known in Israel but there
are a few who do love it. Of
course, Halloween is the end of
October but we wanted to hold
our event earlier because the
chance of rain is far less likely in
mid October than the almost
guaranteed chance of rain by end
of October and also, all the children were off school for the week
of October 13th to 20th for the
holiday of Succot.
Luckily we had some great Halloween decorations, some lovingly
handmade for us by volunteers
and some so kindly sent to us
from the USA, and we decorated
the sanctuary as best we could.
We had little ghosties, bats, spider
webs and Halloween balloons, posters and ‘zombie crossing’ and
‘enter if you dare’ caution tape!
We put up fairy lights to help
create a less ׳scary ׳ambience for

the smaller children that would
come and, the most wonderful
thing, at the last moment our
sanctuary landlord Shimon allowed
us to use his lovely wagon trailer
so we could give tractor rides! My
son Robert was delighted and
agreed to be ‘driver’ and duly decorated the little green tractor and
wagon trailer with fairy lights!
A wonderful couple who own a
bakery business agreed to bake
vegan cake slices and cookies and
make fruit juice and coffee to sell

at our event and so generously
give the proceeds to our charity.
Another lovely couple brought
with them homemade Jachnun, a
delicious Yemenite Jewish pastry,
to sell and also give the proceeds
to our charity. Of course the food
and drink prices were kept fairly
low and there was no entrance fee
or charge for tractor rides - we
just made a point of making it
known that we rely solely on support from the public and appealed
for visitors to leave a donation in

Lucy’s UK Donkey Foundation, PO Box 134, Kingsbridge, TQ7 9BN, UK
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During that morning on the day
of our event, things that could go
wrong did of course! For example,
an hour and half before people
were due to arrive, the tractor
got a flat tyre and the only place
to go and get it fixed was in the
nearby town of Qalansuwa! So off
went my husband, leaving Robert
and me to continue decorating
and preparing, feeding the donkeys
and putting them where they
needed to go.

one of our two donation boxes.
We also had one kind lady who
offered to do face painting for
children and another lovely lady
who did yoga with the donkeys
for children – all for donations
directly to our charity.
I had put some of the more
fragile donkeys, who are stabled at
night, into their stables early, and
left the more robust of our herd
in the main field where the tractor rides would be. I’d also
brought some of the 100% gentle,
never-even-think-about-biting-orkicking type of donkeys in to the
area where people would be, so
they could just mingle, wander and
make friends.

horses, dogs and cats.
Adults and children alike were enthralled and every little, smiling
face was full of happiness! Quite a
few families have come back to
visit us since, and children are
wanting to come again and again
to volunteer and help to groom
etc, much to the donkeys’ delight!
It was a great learning curve for
us because we realised for a next,
future event we need to have
many more volunteers in place to
help organise and help with such
things as directing cars where to
park and to generally help reduce
or preferably eliminate any moments of pandemonium!

We would love to do these events
more often, especially because the
more you do them, the more
people get to know us and see
our work and then, hopefully,
more people there will be to help
and volunteer at a future event.
We would love to do a Christmas
themed event next but we are
not well set up or prepared to
cope in the winter’s heavy rain,
flooding and all the mud we get.
If only we could concrete over
some of our areas of land to make
it suitable and comfortable for
lots of visitors in the winter who knows, perhaps one day!
The biggest hit, we think, was the
fairy lit tractor rides and Robert
made an absolutely phenomenal
driver. People just couldn’t get
enough, it really was so lovely,
despite the fact that halfway

Families started to arrive at 4pm
and gradually the number of people arriving in cars just kept increasing! Far more than we expected or could really cope with,
over 110 people came to see our
little sanctuary and meet our
donkeys. Some were genuine animal lovers and others not necessarily so, perhaps just looking for
something to do on a late Saturday afternoon. But hopefully perhaps they left having learned
something about the appeal of
animals, donkeys in particular in
our case of course, but also the
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through one of the rides the wagon trailer suddenly got a flat tyre
too!! Luckily by that time, my
brother-in-law Eyal had arrived
with his family and took the spare
tyre from our old Fiat Punto and
attached it to the wagon, so everybody cheered!

that after thanking
him profusely the
next day, apologising and explaining
how we’d truly
believed we’d only
have a maximum of
about 50 people
coming, and after
telling him what a
patient hero he’d
been and how we
could not have done it without
him and how happy everybody had

We raised just over 2200 shekels
(nearly £500/$640) in those
few hours, and as our outlay had
only been about 300 shekels, it
was really all pure profit!
During the afternoon, at times,
our landlord was getting exasperated with the amount of cars
arriving and despite us trying to
be in five places at once directing
people where to park, many
wouldn’t listen and blocked the
entrance road. I was being pulled
in five different directions, as simultaneously lots of people were
trying to talk to me and ask me
about our work, and all as the
landlord’s was ringing in my ears...
'this is the last event you ever
do'! But I’m very happy to say

Lucy’s UK Donkey Foundation, PO Box 134, Kingsbridge, TQ7 9BN, UK
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been - he completely softened and
is already talking about how he
himself will volunteer to help us
at our next event, whenever that
will be. And he has even said his
wagon can stay with us at the
sanctuary in case we’d like to do
tractor rides at any time!
Lucy
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Annual General Meeting
The charity’s AGM will take place on
Sunday, 24th November 2019, 11.00am
at The Benjamin Satchwell, 112-114 The Parade, Royal
Leamington Spa, CV32 4AQ

LUKDF
3 Arundel Road
Worthing
BN13 3EH (UK)
Please note this ONLY concerns material donations—all
correspondence, cheques and collected stamps should be
sent to our PO address in Kingsbridge.

You are welcome to attend, but in order to ensure sufficient seating, we would ask you to inform us before hand
by telephone (01483 770 521) or by email:
trustees@lucysdonkeyfoundation.org

Looking for more trustees
Following the Spring newsletter, the
wonderful David Rainford joined our
board of trustees, replacing Steve
Hemingway. We would like to thank
Steve for his support over the years
and give a big welcome to David!
However, we are still on the lookout
for more people who are passionate
about donkeys and would like to get
involved in running the charity so
that Lucy can continue to rescue and
care for donkeys in the Holy Land. Is
that you? Then please get in touch
with us! A trustee's main duties are
ensuring the charity is carrying out

its purposes for the public benefit,
complying with the charity’s governing document and the law, acting in
the charity’s best interests, managing the charity’s resources responsibly and ensuring the charity is accountable.
In practice, this means attending
trustee meetings (which usually take
place in Southern England) and approving (mostly by email) campaigns, website changes, appeals
and expenditures and helping us
with fresh ideas.

More info: www.gov.uk/guidance/charity-trustee-whats-involved.
Could this be you? Write to us at our PO Box address or email:
trustees@lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk

How to donate
Your donation can help Lucy to continue to provide a safe forever home for abandoned, discarded donkeys in Israel
and support her outreach work in the Arab villages and the Palestinian West Bank to provide treatment and relief for
the over-worked donkeys and horses upon whom their owners rely. Thank you for making Lucy’s work possible!
1) Donate through Paypal (credit or debit card, or
you can even set up a regular payment):
shop@lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk

2) Donate through Go Fund Me (credit or debit
card): www.gofundme.com/lucysdonkeys
3) Set up a one time bank transfer or bank standing
order to our UK bank account:
Acc name: Lucy's UK Donkey Foundation
Acc number: 26260768
Sort code 30-96-83 (Lloyds Bank Brighton)

4) Donate by shopping online – and it won’t cost you a
penny extra! Join Easyfundraising (UK only) and raise
free donations for the charity when you shop online at
nearly 3,000 UK retailers, including John Lewis, Amazon, Sainsbury’s and thetrainline. Simply head to
www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/lucys/ to sign up
for free.
5) Gift Aid: Don’t forget to send us a Gift Aid form if
you’re a UK tax payer. You can download the form at:
www.lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk/gift-aid

The trustees reserve the right to use donations in the most effective way towards the charity's objectives.
We sincerely hope you enjoy reading this newsletter. However, if you no longer wish to receive it, you can let us know at any
time by writing to our address (see footer), emailing Erika at webgirl@lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk or – if you receive it by
email – by clicking ‘unsubscribe’ at the foot of the email you received with this newsletter.
Lucy’s UK Donkey Foundation, PO Box 134, Kingsbridge, TQ7 9BN, UK

Here is a selection of gifts from our Gift Shop. All proceeds from the sale of gifts will go to support the
sanctuary in Israel and Lucy’s work with abused and abandoned in the Holy Land.
To order, you can fill in the form overleaf, cut out this page and mail your order to our PO Box. For the
full range and online ordering, please go to our website www.lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk.

Donkey with Lucky Horseshoe
Knitted by Pat Gibbs in France,
H18cm/L26cm*, various colours

Knitted Donkey
Knitted by Pat Gibbs in France,
H20cm/L24cm*, various colours

Plush Donkey
16 cm tall

£8.50

£7.00

£4.00

Crochet Donkey
Handmade & donated by a supporter in Switzerland, 9 cm tall

Christmas Card
Pack of 5, inside reads “Merry Christmas”
16 x 16cm / 21grs inc. envelope

Tote Bags
Colours: Coral, Blue, Emerald, Natural, 38cm x 42 cm, with logo

£4.00

£5.00

£5.00

Pottery Donkey Dish
Small pottery dish, ideal for trinkets, diameter 10 cm

Donkey Soap Tin
Small metal tin with a bar of
almond soap - 8cm x 6cm x 2cm

Donkey Key Ring, Lucky
Charm & Zip Pull
Keyring 8cm*/Horseshoe 2cm*

£10.00

£5.00

£8.50

Lady Fit T-Shirt with logo
Cotton. Sizes: M, L, XL
Colours: Black, Blue, White

Men’s V-Neck T-Shirt w/logo
Cotton. Sizes: L, XL, XXL
Colours: Black, White

Happy Birthday Card
Inside is blank for own message

£10.50

£10.50

£1.25

*approx. measurements

160 mm x 160 mm

ORDER FORM

Lucy’s UK Donkey Foundation
PO Box 134
Kingsbridge
TQ7 9BN
United Kingdom
www.lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk
shop@lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1483 770 521

Name:

SHIP TO: (IF DIFFERENT)

_____________________________________

Address: _____________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tel:

Town: _________________ State/County: __________

Mobile: ____________________________________

Postcode: _______________ Country: _____________

E-mail: ____________________________________

ITEM

Colour

Size

____________________________________

Unit Price

Knitted Donkey with lucky horseshoe

£8.50

Knitted Donkey (without horseshoe)

£7.00

Plush Donkey

£4.00

Crochet Donkey

£4.00

Christmas Card (Pack of 5)

£5.00

Tote Bag - Coral

Coral

£5.00

Tote Bag - Corn blue

Corn blue

£5.00

Tote Bag - Emerald

Emerald

£5.00

Tote Bag - Natural

Natural

£5.00

Pottery Donkey Dish

£10.00

Donkey Soap Tin

£5.00

Donkey Key Ring/Charm/Zip Pull

£8.50

Lady Fit T-Shirt with logo - black (M, L, XL)

Black

£10.50

Lady Fit T-Shirt with logo - white (M, L, XL)

White

£10.50

Lady Fit T-Shirt with logo - blue (L, XL, XXL)

Blue

£10.50

Men’s V-Neck T-Shirt with logo - black (L, XL, XXL)

Black

£10.50

Men’s V-Neck T-Shirt with logo - white (L, XL, XXL)

White

£10.50

Birthday Card

£1.25

Please circle payment method:

Order Total

Cheque

PayPal

Go Fund Me

Bank Transfer

TOTAL

Extra Donation

Bank Details: Lucy's UK Donkey Foundation, Acc: 25432768/Sortcode: 30-96-83
IBAN: GB05LOYD30968325432768 / BIC: LOYDGB21219
Please send your order to: Lucy’s UK Donkey Foundation,
PO Box 134, Kingsbridge, TQ7 9BN, UK or
email shop@lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk

Quantity

International P&P*
TOTAL

All prices include UK Postage & Packing
*For international P&P please contact us before placing your order: shop@lucysdonkeyfoundation.org.uk

